Jet-induced rotary sloshing caused by an upward periodic jet in a partially filled cylindrical container is computationally simulated for investigating a stable sloshing condition and its basic characteristics under various values of AQ, Tjet and QL0 in a given function of the inlet jet: QL(t) = AQ sin[(2π /Tjet)t] + QL0. Then, the stable rotary sloshing is found not to be observed when either the minimum or maximum flow rate of QL(t) reaches a threshold value of the sloshing-occurrence boundary. The free surface motion like a beat phenomenon caused by interference between the sloshing wave and the periodicity of the inlet jet is also observed in the signal of the free surface elevation. Furthermore, the period of the envelope seems to match with Tjet, and this phenomenon is successfully formulated by the superposition between the sloshing wave and the free surface wave due to the periodic inlet jet.
Introduction
Self-induced rotary sloshing in a partially filled cylindrical container can be caused by an inlet jet (see e.g., the references [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] ). Figure 1 shows the previous experimental photograph of the sloshing caused by an upward constant jet and its simple illustrative example.
1) The inlet jet is injected through an inlet nozzle and the same quantity is synchronously drained through outlet nozzles so that the liquid volume in the container is kept constant. Unlike a pure rotary sloshing caused by an external vibration (without an inlet jet), 2) the jet-induced rotary sloshing is caused by interference between the inlet jet and the free surface fluctuation. A comparison between the jet-induced rotary sloshing and the pure rotary sloshing was investigated by Ueda et al. 3) with the aid of Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) and Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV). The occurrence boundary of the jet-induced rotary sloshing and its sloshing mode have been experimentally investigated by Madarame et al. 4) and Iguchi et al. 5) In particular, each boundary curve, labeled (I) to (IV) in Fig. 2 , indicates the energy balance to sustain the sloshing between the liquid depth and inlet flow rate. 5) Following their findings, 5) the previous paper 1) established the physical model to account for the possible occurrence condition of the rotary sloshing. To achieve a practical use of the jet-induced rotary sloshing, several factors were also investigated such as the starting time Ts,s, 6) the damping time Ts,d, 6) and the mixing time Tm. 7) Further findings are collectively given in the textbooks. 11, 12) The associated jet-induced rotary sloshing has been widely utilized in a lot of industrial fields, for example, waste water treatment, 13) snow melting 14) and removing of cadmium from the guts of scallop. 15) In these practical applications the injected liquid jet is replaced by either bubble or ozoneair mixture jet, and the rotary sloshing plays an important role in promoting chemical reaction. In addition, the authors seek the possibility of developing a continuous steel refining process by the use of the self-induced rotary sloshing of molten steel contained in a cylindrical reactor. Figure 3 shows the illustrative example of the proposed continuous refining process which is mentioned in our previous paper. 8) In this process, the inlet jet of the molten steel is injected into the reactor by using the potential head due to the height difference between the cylindrical reactor and the reservoir. The above-mentioned practical applications are operated under the steady (constant) injection of an upward jet. For the purpose of seeking more effective mixing process in industrial fields, our previous study, 16) as a preliminary step, computed the jet-induced rotary sloshing caused by an upward periodic jet in the conference proceedings. A beat phenomenon on the free surface behavior between the sloshing wave and the periodicity of the inlet jet was expected in the previous computational study. 16) Unfortunately, the previous study 16) employed poor computational grids (which results in not holding the mass conservation) so that it could not discuss the fundamental characteristics of such a beatlike phenomenon. Therefore, the present study aims to numerically investigate the fundamental characteristics of the jet-induced rotary sloshing caused by the upward periodic jet with the use of sufficient computational grids.
In the practical continuous refining process shown in Fig.  3 , the continuous opening and closing of a valve between the reservoir and the cylindrical reactor can provide the periodic jet injection, although controlling both of inlet and outlet flow rates cannot be performed easily. This computational study controls the outlet as well as the inlet flow rates to investigate the fundamental characteristics of the beat-like phenomenon. In addition, the kinematic viscosity is known to be almost the same between the molten iron and the water, although the surface tension is a different value. In general, the rotary sloshing can be theoretically handled without the influence of the surface tension which is vanishingly small. In particular, the previous experimental study 17) addresses that the findings of the water model experiment can be applicable to the experiment using mercury where the density is 13 546(kg/m 3 ) and the surface tension is 476(mN/m). Therefore, the present water-model experiment could account for the kinetic characteristics of the proposed continuous refining process in Fig. 3. 
Computational Procedure

FLUENT
TM numerical code, version 13.0, a commercially available CFD software package, was employed for all numerical predictions on 3.5(GHz) Intel Core i7 processor with 32(GB) RAM. ICEM CFD TM 13.0 was also used for the establishment of the three-dimensional computational grid.
The accuracy of the FLUENT computation has been already verified in the previous studies 3, 8) for a constant jet injection. The present study carries out the computation along the lines of the previous computational procedure. 3, 8, 16) The computational grid was made up of hexahedral 185 170 elements which were based upon the actual geometry of the cylindrical container (see Fig. 4 ). In this study, a lot of computational grids were constructed to carry out a long time computation successfully. In this study, the computation was carried out as a preliminary study on the rotary sloshing due to an unsteady injection under a lot of computational conditions (see Table 1 below). Each computation spent at most 120(h) up to 110 000 iterations. The cylindrical container having an inner diameter D of 20(cm) consisted of an inlet pipe (d = φ13 mm) and two outlet pipes (φ18 mm each). The inlet pipe was set at the center of the container bottom and the outlet pipes were both set at 75(mm) from the center. The inlet liquid jet was injected into the bath through the inlet pipe and the same quantity was synchronously drained from the outlet pipes. The working liquid is usual water.
FLUENT uses a control-volume-based technique to solve the governing continuity and momentum equations. A segregated implicit solver and first-order upwind interpolation scheme were employed for every computational iterations. A time-step size of Δt = 1.0 × 10 −3 (s) was adopted to achieve a convergence in every time step. Free surface behavior was simulated by the Volume-of-Fluid (VOF) model (Geo-Reconstruct). The tracking interface between the phases was accomplished by the solution of the continuity equation for the volume fraction of a phase. The surface tension of 0.0727(N/m) was adopted. The convergence of the computational solution was determined based upon residuals for the continuity and x-, y-, z-velocities. The residual of all quantities was set to 10 −3 , taking into account the space and time scales of the present problem. The solution was judged to be converged when all of the residuals were less than or equal to these default settings. Unlike the previous computational procedure, 3, 8, 16) the present computation does not include the turbulence model because the present study treats the unsteady injection of the inlet jet. ). © 2015 ISIJ
The flow simulation without the use of the turbulence model was verified in our previous preliminary study about the period and the amplitude of the sloshing and the global structure of the flow field inside the sloshing. The computed aspect ratio, HL /D, was fixed at 0.5 and the time-dependent inlet flow rate, QL(t), was adequately selected in the following section against the static liquid depth HL.
Problem Statement and Relevant Previous Findings
In the previous study 1) about a constant liquid injection, the rotary sloshing wave grows with the supplied energy from the imbalance of a surface swell due to the inlet jet and could occur under the condition of Here, α is the energy conversion rate from the jet into the sloshing, ΔE the net inflow energy into the sloshing, Dw the energy dissipation on the wetted wall, T the sloshing period, and E the energy of the small amplitude ith-mode rotary sloshing. The occurrence process of the sloshing is summarized as follows:
1) (1) The jet is injected at the static state. (2) The jet penetrates the free surface. (3) The height of the free surface swell reaches the maximum peak. (4) The conservation of flow rate is assumed, in the control volume which covers the surface swell, between the inflow rate due to the jet and the outflow rate along the free surface. (5) The outflow energy due to the entrainment of the jet diffuses on the free surface and generates the free surface fluctuation. (6) The swell imbalance is caused by the free surface fluctuation. (7) When the accumulation of the energy contribution from the swell imbalance exceeds the energy of the stable rotary sloshing, the rotary sloshing could occur.
The occurrence boundary of the rotary sloshing is classified into four for the constant injection of the upward liquid jet. 5) These boundaries, depicted in Fig. 2 and labeled (I) to (IV), are such that:
• In boundary (I), QL is small (i.e., ) and the height of the surface swell is low. The second mode of the sloshing 10) that the inner and outer regions oppositely rotate on the sloshing surface is observed around boundary (I).
• In boundary (II), QL is small (i.e., ) and HL is deep.
• In boundary (III), HL is deep and hence the mean centerline velocity of the jet on the static free surface level is small and the half-value radius of the jet is wide.
• In boundary (IV), QL is large (i.e., ) and hence α is very small and Dw is large.
This physical discussion was extended to the present periodic injection problem in the previous paper. 16) The discussion needs to accumulate more data including the relevant experiment for wide range of operating conditions and will be verified in near future.
Instead of the constant injection of the upward jet, this study gives the periodic jet injection:
Here, AQ is the amplitude of the periodic injection QL(t), Tjet the period of QL(t), and QL0 the timeaveraged inlet flow rate (see Fig. 5 ). To keep the liquid volume in the container constant, the same quantity is drained through two outlet nozzles, i.e., the outlet flow rate is enforced by QL,out(t) = (1/2) QL(t) through each nozzle. Now, let us consider the computational conditions about AQ, Tjet and QL0, taking into account Fig. 2 . In this study, we set QL0 at two values of 100 and 300(cm 3 /s) where the stable ΔE 1
rotary sloshing occurs at HL/D = 0.5 (see Fig. 2 ). Then, AQ is varied among 50, 100 and 150(cm 3 /s) where the minimum inlet flow rate QL,min (= QL0 − AQ) reaches the threshold value on the occurrence boundary of Fig. 2 for QL0 = 300(cm 6) The present computations are carried out up to t = 110(s) larger than at least two cycles of the periodic injection. The select- Fig. 6 . Selected 3D view of swirl motion for Cases (2) and (6). The anti-node and node of the beat-like behavior are at t ≈ 60.0(s) and t ≈ 65.0(s) for Case (2) (See Fig. 8) . Fig. 7 . Selected 3D view of swirl motion for Cases (3) and (7). The anti-node and node of the beat-like behavior are at t ≈ 50.0(s) and t ≈ 70.0(s) for Case (3) (see Fig. 9 ). © 2015 ISIJ ed conditions about the periodic jet injection are listed in Table 1 . Figure 6 shows selected 3D views of the swirl motion for Cases (2) and (6). In Fig. 6 , the comparison between two computed cases with Tjet = 10(s) is done at t = 60.0(s) (QL = QL0), t = 62.5(s) (at the maximum of QL), t = 65.0(s) (QL = QL0) and t = 67.5(s) (at the minimum of QL). Figure 7 shows the results for Cases (3) and (7) with Tjet = 40(s). In Fig. 7 , the four points of times are also selected at t = 50.0(s) (at the maximum of QL), t = 60.0(s) (QL = QL0), t = 70.0(s) (at the minimum of QL) and t = 80.0(s) (QL = QL0). As observed in these figures, the stable rotary sloshing is generated in Cases (2) and (3), although it does not occur in Cases (6) and (7) where the minimum value of QL(t) almost reaches the occurrence boundary of Fig. 2 . In particular, the inlet jet having the large amplitude AQ in Cases (6) and (7) penetrates the free surface and makes a larger fluctuation on the free surface than the eigenfrequency of the cylindrical container (see Eq. (3), below). As a result, the sloshing cannot occur in Cases (6) and (7). However, we would leave further detailed discussion until extending the physical model of Eq. (1) to the periodic injection. The results among all computed cases which are shown in Table 1 are listed about the occurrence of the rotary sloshing:
Results and Discussion
3D View of Sloshing
• Cases (2) and (3): The sloshing occurs at about t = Ts,s =
19.3(s) for Case (2) and t = Ts,s = 20.3(s) for Case (3).
• Cases (4) and (5): The sloshing repeats arising and damping, i.e., the sloshing intermittently occurs.
• Cases (6) and (7): The distinct sloshing could not be observed.
• Cases (8) and (9): The sloshing does not occur. These results are summarized in Table 1 . In addition, the free surface elevation on the sidewall of the container, which is shown in the subsequent subsection, helps us to understand these situations (see Figs. 8-10 together with Fig. 11, below) .
Period of Sloshing
The angular frequency of the lowest mode of the sloshing, ω, is known to be described as 2) ................ (3) where TS is the sloshing period, HL the static liquid level, D the diameter of the container, g the acceleration due to gravity and k1 the lowest root of the derivative of usual firstorder Bessel function (the value of k1 is approximately 1.84).
At the present condition of HL/D = 0.5, Eq. (3) gives the sloshing period of T ≈ 0.48(s) which is found to be in nice agreement with the present computational results for Case (1) exhibiting T ≈ 0.50(s), Case (2) exhibiting T ≈ 0.45(s) and Case (3) exhibiting T ≈ 0.45(s). Note that, in this computation, the sampling period of the free surface elevation is 0.05(s) which can include about 10 sampling data during one cycle of the sloshing. As mentioned in Subsection 4.1, the sloshing does not occur in Cases (8) and (9) and, therefore, the sloshing period cannot be measured. For Cases (4)- (7), we can measure the sloshing period T during the limited period where the rotary sloshing (sometimes oscillation, not rotary sloshing) intermittently appears, using the computational results of the temporal free surface elevation on the sidewall of the container which will be mentioned in Fig.  10 . The measurement results on T are also summarized in Table 1 . Figures 8-10 show the temporal behaviors of the free surface elevation on the sidewall of the container. For reference, the result for Case (1) (steady injection of QL(t) = QL0) is also shown in Fig. 11 . As seen in Fig. 11 , the timeaveraged free surface elevation is constant. Therefore, the present computation is found to hold the mass conservation in the VOF procedure, which is improved from the previous study. 16) In Figs. 8-11 , the free surface elevation η seems to be higher in the elevation side (i.e., η > 0) than in the depression side (i.e., η < 0). In pure rotary sloshing without an inlet jet, it is well known that the free surface elevation η can be symmetry between the elevation and depression sides. Now, we should recall the previous findings of Ueda et al. 3) that the inlet jet always locates on the elevation side 
Temporal Behavior of the Free Surface Elevation
and synchronously moves with the rotation of the sloshing wave (see Fig. 5 of Ueda et al. 3) ). Therefore, the liquid quantity on the elevation side increases due to the inlet jet more than that in the pure rotary sloshing without the inlet jet. Indeed, the previous computation of Ueda et al. 1) gives almost symmetric behavior with respect to the free surface elevation (see Fig. 2 of Ueda et al. 1) ) because of setting a lower inlet flow rate than the present computation. In the present study, we therefore estimate the amplitude by an averaged value between two values at the elevation and depression peaks of the free surface location on the sidewall of the container during one cycle of the sloshing. Then, the amplitude calculated in Case (1), i.e., under the condition of the steady injection, gives 4.8(cm) which is in almost agreement with the estimated value (A ≈ 5.8 cm) from the experimentally-obtained empirical equation 10) As observed in these figures and summarized in Table 1 , it can be found that the starting times, T s,s , of Cases (2) and Ro © 2015 ISIJ (3) take longer a bit than that of Case (1) because of strong surface fluctuation due to the periodic injection having different frequencies from the sloshing wave. Note that the present computed Ts,s for Case (1) is in almost agreement with the experimentally measured value of 10.0(s). 6) Furthermore, the present computation gives an interesting nature in Figs. 8 and 9 that the free surface elevation seems to behave like a beat phenomenon caused by the interference between the sloshing wave and the periodicity of the jet injection after the sloshing occurs at t = Ts,s (i.e., the beatlike behavior appears in Cases (2) and (3) and, also, indistinctly in Cases (4) and (5) of Fig. 10 . See, also, 3D views of the sloshing surface in Figs. 6 and 7 at the times of the node and anti-node of the beat-like behavior). In particular, the period of each envelope seems to match with Tjet (recall that Tjet = 10(s) for Case (2) and Tjet = 40(s) for Case (3)). Here, we know the empirical Eq. (4). In Eq. (4), the amplitude is found to depend on the inlet flow rate QL. The amplitudes calculated by Eq. (4) at the minimum (QL,min = QL0 − AQ) and maximum (QL,max = QL0 + AQ) flow rates in Cases (2) and (3) are listed in Table 2 against the present computed results. In Table 2 , the present computational results seem to be in almost agreement with the estimated values from Eq. (4). The following subsection attempts to formulate such a beat-like phenomenon between the sloshing wave and the periodicity of the inlet jet and give the physical explanation about Eq. (4).
Modeling of Beat-Like Phenomenon on the Free
Surface Elevation To explain the beat-like phenomenon which is mentioned above, we consider the superposition of a lot of possible waves on the free surface. The present situation mainly includes two kinds of free surface waves which are contributed from (i) the pure rotary sloshing and (ii) the impinging periodic inlet jet on the free surface.
The free surface elevation due to the periodic inlet jet (ii) interacts with the pure sloshing wave (i). The free surface elevation due to the pure rotary sloshing (i), ηs, is known to be described as ηs = As sin(ωst) on the sidewall of the container. Then, the angular velocity ωs(= 2π /Ts) and amplitude As of the sloshing are perturbed as ..... (5) which leads to ........ (6) Here, Δ indicates the perturbation quantity. Equation (6) is found to depend only on the sloshing period of Ts and, unfortunately, cannot account for the computed beat-like phenomenon where the period of the envelope is about Tjet.
The periodic inlet jet (ii) continuously impinges on the free surface and makes a lot of free surface waves (i.e., free surface fluctuation). To simplify the discussion, we calculate the interference between two waves: ..................... (7) ...... (8) where kjet is the wave number, ω jet the angular velocity (i.e., ωjet = 2π /Tjet), and Ajet the amplitude of the surface wave.
The superposition of these two waves yields ..... (9) and, on the container wall, ..... (10) To account for the beat-like phenomenon, we assume that the free surface elevation of Eq. (10) would interact with ηs due to the sloshing wave of Eq. (6). Taking into account , the amplitude of the sloshing As of the first term of Eq. (6) is furthermore assumed to be replaced by As + ηjet and, then, we have ...... (11) In Eq. (11), it can be found that the period of the beat-like behavior leads to Tjet, which can account for the computed results of Figs. 8 and 9 , if Eq. (11) is governed by the second term in the square brackets (Note that the third and fourth terms are of O(Δ)). Even if Eq. (11) is governed by the first term, the beat-like period is affected by Tjet as well, when As ~ sin[(2π /Tjet)t]. For a constant injection of Case (1) having Tjet → ∞, the second and fourth terms vanish and cos[(2π /Tjet)t] = 1 in the third term and, therefore, the period of the sloshing is found to depend only on Ts.
As already mentioned in Subsection 4.3 (see Table 2 ), the estimated values from Eq. (4) is in almost agreement with the present computational results, i.e., the above-mentioned Vol. 55 (2015) , No. 1 assumption of A ≈ As + ηjet would give the physical explanation that the amplitude A depends on the strength of the inlet flow rate QL in Eq. (4).
Concluding Remarks
Self-induced rotary sloshing caused by an upward periodic jet in a partially filled cylindrical container has been computationally simulated for investigating a stable sloshing condition and its basic characteristics under various conditions of the jet injection, i.e., the values of AQ, Tjet and QL0 were appropriately varied in QL(t) = AQ sin[(2π /Tjet)t] + QL0. The aspect ratio was also fixed at 0.5. The main findings are as follows:
(1) A stable rotary sloshing cannot be observed when either the minimum or maximum flow rate reaches the threshold value of the occurrence boundary (see Fig. 2 ).
(2) Under the condition of the stable rotary sloshing observed, the starting time of the sloshing, Ts,s, takes longer a bit than that for a constant jet injection, because strong free surface fluctuation is formed by the periodic injection having different frequencies from the sloshing wave.
(3) The period of the rotary sloshing is almost the same as that for a constant jet injection.
(4) The free surface elevation like a beat phenomenon caused by the interference between the sloshing wave and the periodicity of the inlet jet can be observed in the signal of the free surface elevation after the rotary sloshing occurs. The period of each envelope matches with the period of inlet jet Tjet.
(5) The beat-like phenomenon was successfully formulated by the superposition between the sloshing wave and the free surface waves due to the periodic inlet jet, and the physical explanation of the experimentally-obtained empirical equation which relates to the amplitude and the inlet flow rate was given through the present model.
In near future, the experimental measurement for the present situation will be carried out for verifying the present computational results and, then, the mixing time such as Yoshida et al. 7) will be measured experimentally for evaluating the quantitative mixing ability of the present rotary sloshing in the beat condition (i.e., Cases (2) and (3)). 
